CARRYING CAPACITY
Standards: 6.1d, 6.1e

Objective: I can identify various limiting factors that contribute to the
carrying capacity of a population.
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Motivation

1

Analyze the image provided and answer
the discussion prompts below:
1. What is the image showing?
2. What do you think is the maximum
amount of fish that can live in the
fishbowl and WHY?
3. Name some things that fish need
that limit how many can survive in
the fish bowl.
Write your responses in both your guided notes and the discussion thread.

2
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Mini Lesson
Limiting Factors: Any biotic or abiotic factor in the environment that limits the size of
populations (ex: water, food, shelter, space, etc.) Organisms typically compete for the limiting
factors.
Carrying Capacity: The maximum population that an ecosystem can support due to it’s
(number or organisms of any species)
limiting factors.
To find the exact
carrying capacity
(maximum # of
organisms) follow
the dotted line to
100
the Y-axis

Notice here the population is
stabilized. This is due to the limiting
factors. This stabilized line means it
has reached it’s carrying capacity
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Notice here the population is fluctuating around the
carrying capacity . This is due to lag in the response
to the limiting factors. To calculate the carrying
capacity, you draw the line through the middle of the
fluctuations.
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Notice here the
population is
increasing steadily
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Mini Lesson Simulation

https://sepuplhs.org/high/sgi/teachers/fishery_sim.html
Directions: Run the simulation according to the factors depicted
below. Copy the factors for each stage below into your simulation and
note the carrying capacity in your guided notes.
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

*Stage 4 combines all the factors! Be sure to copy the factors
exactly and estimate the carrying capacity.

*Migration refers to how many
tuna will leave the ecosystem
voluntarily .

*Random occurrences of disease
and pollution will occur. Let the
entire 20 year simulation run
before determining carrying
capacity

*Tuna population will
fluctuate here, therefore, you
must estimate where the
carrying capacity line will be!
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Guided Practice

4.

1.

3.

2.

Regents Buzz Words
1. “Keep population in
check” = Limiting factors
2. Population Stability/
equilibrium = Carrying
capacity
3. Finite/Limited Resource
= Limited Factor
4. Maximum population
that can be “sustained” =
Carrying capacity
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Closure - Discussion
◦ Describe some limiting factors that
exist within your living space
(apartment, house, etc.)
◦ If a house has 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, a living room, and a
kitchen, what do you think the
carrying capacity of humans would
be and why?

EXIT ASSESSMENT
Complete your exit assessment either on CastleLearning or via the exit
assessment attached pdf

